
PAGES FROM AN ARCHITECT'S NOTEBOOK:
JOHN NASH AND THE REPTONS

AT HIGH LEGH HALL

N. Temple, M.Litt., Ph.D.

Lancelot 'Capability' Brown died in 1783. Five years later, 
Humphry Repton (1752-1818) - armed with considerable 
literary and artistic skills, the experience of running a small 
country estate, some promising political and social con 
tacts, and with the urgent need to supplement his income - 
set up as a self-styled 'landscape gardener'. He had decided 
to fill the gap left by the master 'improver' Brown, whose 
work Repton admired: hardly a modest ambition when in 
his later thirties and with several commercial failures 
behind him. As he himself expressed it: 'Now at the age 36 
years   I commence a new career   And after a temporary 
rest - and half seclusion from the World, I boldly venture 
forth once more, and with renewed energy and hope push 
off my little bark into a sea unknown'. 1

It is a telling reflection of the times that the politely 
educated and genteel Repton, with no gardening appren 
ticeship, no large scale planting or earth-moving experi 
ence, and no training as a surveyor, engineer or architect, 
was not only to succeed but to rise rapidly to the pinnacle of 
his adopted trade which, from the start, he was determined 
to elevate to the status of a profession. In doing so he left 
abundant evidence of his ceaseless activity. Barely a month 
passes without some new fragment   a drawing, a note, 
cottage, or site   coming to light; but as accounts of his life 
and work have been published,2 we shall refer here only to 
some matters bearing on his employment bv George John 
Legh (1769-1832), of High Legh Hall, near Knutsford.

Six years separate two known engagements. The first was
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Repton's visit on 6 September 1791, to survey Legh's estate. 
His recommendations for its improvement were presented 
in a substantial if hastily prepared illustrated Red Book, 
completed on October 10. Legh was about to go abroad and 
Repton needed his client's response: 'If the hints which I 
have the honor to suggest for the improvement of High Legh 
should meet your approbation, it will be very easy to carry 
into execution the whole of what relates to the planting, and 
roads, before your return to England . . .'.

In the main, Repton wanted to divert the turnpike road 
further south of the mansion to allow more privacy. The 
work went ahead. However, it is an apparently unsolicited 
suggestion of Repton's on which we will focus. This con 
cerns the approach from the north, to facilitate which a new 
entrance and lodge were imperative: a calculated addition 
to those buildings scattered over the years about the small 
village green. The church, cottages, inn and cross, Repton 
considered, could form the nucleus of a sophisticated rustic 
estate village - an object of great beauty: 'The whole village 
may be so picturesquely ornamented as to mark that it 
belongs to the person whose name it bears'.4

Such a concept would not have been new to Repton, for 
there were precedents for such artificial villages both at 
home and abroad, although that for High Legh is the 
earliest promotion encountered by the present writer, of one 
in Repton's hand. Indeed, as late as July of that same year 
he had advised John Gotterell in the Red Book for Garnons, 
near Hereford, to have but a single lodge 'to attract notice 
and point the way'. Yet Repton's associate William Wilkins 
(1751-1815), planned something grander for Garnons. He 
proposed a semi-circular arrangement of five different little 
buildings set formally around a D-shaped green. An embatt 
led lodge, blacksmith's and shopkeeper's cottages, and 
shoeing shed were to welcome travellers at the gates. A 
similar but even more ambitious creation was actually 
written into the Red Book for neighbouring Stoke Park - 
surveyed on 29 June and finished in October 1792. Here, at 
the Hon. Edward Foley's new west entrance was to be a 
complete hamlet of various buildings set around a circular 
green. In the event, it appears that only the extant domed 
lodge was actually constructed, despite Repton's 'ingenious 
friend Mr. Wilkins' having designed, costed and drawn up 
the whole scheme. So far as can yet be demonstrated, 
Humphry was obliged to wait fully twenty years to see his 
vision of a picturesque instant estate village constructed in
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England. This was to be at Blaise Hamlet, near Bristol, 
1810-11. But even then it was not by Repton's own hand. 
Nash, now Repton's rival (albeit with the assistance of 
Humphry's son George), was. responsible.

It was at the instigation of Edward Foley that Humphry 
entered into a short-lived partnership with John Nash 
(1752-1835). Foley contrived to introduce the landscape 
gardener to the architect, considering them to be the 
cleverest men in England. If they could agree to act together 
they might carry the whole world before them. 5 They did 
agree, and were co-operating by mid-1796. The sons, John 
Adey Repton (1775-1860) - who had trained with Wilkins - 
and the above mentioned George Stanley Repton (1786- 
1858), assisted in the joint office. But Nash, Humphry- 
claimed, defaulted and the partnership ended in about 
1802. John joined his father and George stayed with Nash 
until about 1818, to become the architect's chief assistant, 
specialising in cottages such as those at Blaise. Early in May 
1797 the partners met at High Legh to consider building 
and landscaping generally, but in particular to draw up 
plans for the village.

Cottages, an inn, a smithy and judicious planting would 
be grouped about the green and near the church to compose 
the very perfection of a picturesque village in the fashion 
able spirit of la simplicite soignee. It did not, apparently, come 
about. However, typically, long after the introduction by 
Repton of his own client to Nash, we find the architect still 
working for Legh. A few related drawings have long been 
recorded, if not researched. Others   including some that 
might also have contributed to an estate village   have come 
to light more recently, and these are the subjects of our 
present report. During his time with Nash, George Repton 
kept notebooks, several of which have survived. We are 
concerned here with only two   one of them indirectly. Our 
main interest is in the later book, which is kept at Brighton 
Art Gallery. The inside top board is inscribed with George's 
name and the date January 1805. There is no complete 
watermark, but fragments make up 1799. The other book is 
at the Drawings Collection of the RIBA. Undated, its 
contents suggest that it was kept from about 1800 to 1805. 
Its pages are watermarked 1798. This notebook   referred to 
here as the RIBA Notebook, or RIBANB - has been foliated. 
Hence e.g. RIBANB 27v, 74r. It contains nine pages that 
can be associated with High Legh. The book at Brighton - 
referred to here as the Pavilion Notebook, or PNB - contains
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ten pages that relate to High Legh. This has been 
paginated. Hence e.g. PNB 39. The accounts that follow 
have been adapted from a catalogue raisonne of the Pavilion 
Notebook, which contains drawings of or for fifty subjects. 
Those for High Legh appear intermittently and are taken in 
sequence, as they appear in the book.

George Repton's Pavilion and RIBA notebooks combine 
to include drawings of or for an inn, a lodge, four different 
cottages, a school house, a smithy, three domestic interior 
details and an unusual enclosure (the subject of PNB 24, 
25), all directly associated with George John Legh. These 
structures alone are sufficient in number and variety to 
compose a picturesque hamlet, and a substantial one at that 
if cunningly integrated with an existing core of traditional 
buildings.

It has been understood that Blaise Hamlet was an 
anthology of earlier Nash cottages built for other clients on 
various sites: that they had been reassembled as a miniature 
village in one single masterly stroke. This was an essay 
illustrating par excellence the aesthetic theories of his old 
client Uvedale Price, then appearing in print in their final 
form.6 Yet the possibility of Nash's having any earlier 
experience of village designing had not been mooted. This 
was the point of departure in researching George Repton's 
High Legh drawings. And, indeed, they were to lead to the 
discovery of a venture at Attingham as well as High Legh 
long before Blaise Hamlet had been envisaged. Painted 
panels depicting a redesigned and picturesque Atcham 
village at Attingham gates provided the initial evidence of 
one project. It had reached an advanced state of planning by 
1798, and might have been started. Then, an exciting 
correspondence between Nash and H. Repton on the one 
part, and George John Legh on the other part, revealed that 
the High Legh proposal was under active discussion a year 
before that. 7

As the resulting researches have already been published,8 
they will be referred to here only as necessary in comment 
ing on the Pavilion Notebook drawings. These post-date 
both village projects by several years. Even so, it must be 
borne in mind that George Repton might in some cases have 
been recording designs retrospectively. This proved to be so 
in some other cases, and the RIBA Notebook includes in its 
early pages a perspective (presumably a visualisation) 
complying with drawings inscribed '. . . the Inn to be built 
in Cheshire', that appear later in the book.9
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Two questions arise immediately on examining PNB 24 
and 25 (PI.I,II): what was the intended purpose of the 
building, and where was the site? With reservations, one 
could suggest a pheasantry in answer to the first   a 
possibility prompted by the only obvious clue to the second, 
there being a Pheasant Walk within the one-time purlieus of 
neighbouring West Hall. Yet, as there are no openings 
shown in the building plan or elevation for access to shelter 
or nests, the enclosure might have been devised as protec 
tion from birds, rather than for them. The conclusion - that 
the structure delineated on PNB 24 25 was intended at 
least in part for poultry - is arrived at by way of Humphry's 
Red Book recommendations, the Red Book plans, and by 
what remains standing today in the form of a semi-detached 
pair of cottages known as East Holme and West Holme. In 
his closing passages addressed to Legh, Repton deals with 
the park and walks. The former should not be opened up by 
carriage drives. They would only reveal deficiencies. Better 
far to employ a little deception here and there by taking a 
path across lawns to lead nowhere and then exploit the 
immediate domestic environs instead. The first ploy would 
intimate that the grounds were far too extensive to encou 
rage circumnavigation. The latter could provide convenient 
pleasures of a more intimate kind by way of cleverly 
contrived building, with planting and walks, immediately 
west and north of the house, these two zones being linked by 
the stables yard. Repton sought to retain some office 
buildings, while adapting others and constructing some 
new. About this reformed complex, something between the 
genuine ferme ornee of earlier years and a later-twentieth- 
century farm trail was envisaged: a compact, yet enter 
taining blend of domestic and agricultural necessity, with 
serial compositions to be applauded by those aesthetically 
susceptible guests disinclined to take more vigorous exer 
cise elsewhere. To the west of High Legh Hall would be the 
melon ground, hot house, pigeon house, kitchen garden and 
hot wall, with a winter walk, all largely within walled 
compartments. From these, a rude track would lead past an 
ice house within a plantation, to the butts beyond. North of 
the house, the whole experience would be more sylvan and 
verdant, there being but a single architectural attraction in 
the shrubbery and woods before the path emerged even 
tually to unite informally with the western track at the 
butts. Fronting a wide, paled, circular glade, the thatched 
poultry house could have an attractive dairy built in to the
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rear. The whole scheme is illustrated in Repton's plan, 
which does not promote the coach-horse paddock, carpen 
ter's or dung yards as leading tourist attractions, though at 
least the orchard could be appreciated from a short dis 
tance. Nevertheless, it is the proposed poultry-house-cum- 
dairy and strawberry room alone that now engage our 
attention.

Repton's Red Book water colour (Pl.III) shows how 
attractive a feature his proposed adaptation could appear 
when set in the woods, the symmetrical thatched and 
dormered building having a projecting canted centre bay 
much like that shown in PNB 24 25. This feature is flanked 
by arcaded hen coops left and right. Fowl range free on the 
circular lawn. There are also finished drawings for the dairy 
proposed to be built into the north side of the house. (PI.IV)

Plot 905 on the Tithe Map (drawn in 1849) contains a 
rectilinear building. Like the cottages still standing there, 
the property (described in the Apportionment as a dairy 
house and timber yard) has no angular bay projecting to the 
south. Though apparently shorter overall than George 
Repton's drawing shows them, West Holme and East 
Holme (Pl.V) are seemingly the same building depicted in 
Repton's elevational drawing (PNB 25). The half-timbered 
dormer window and chimney are there, though the existing 
crowstepped stack raises doubts as to whether or not either 
Humphry's, or George's version went ahead. Neither is 
there evidence of the dairy having been built. Tradition, 
though, has it that West Holme and East Holme combined 
were once called the Chicken House. It was re-converted for 
dwelling purposes during the inter-war years.

Right from the start Repton wanted to distinguish the 
new west entrance to High Legh Hall. Quite apart from a 
drive opening from the green being convenient   necessary 
even   for travellers coming from the north, a short domestic 
servicing way from the village would be a great asset. Then 
the existing south-east approach could be solely for private 
use, being gated and locked during the family's absence. 
This would also prevent the public from making a road 
through the park.

At the new west entrance Repton recommended a porter's 
lodge should in the future be placed. It could be of great 
propriety and utility. It appears that Legh had just got 
round to building it when, in 1797, Repton came on from 
Lord Berwick's at Attingham to re-survey the place, in the 
company of Nash. Repton (who possibly designed the lodge,
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Plate III: Poultry House for High Legh Hall. Watercolour. Humphry Repton. Red 
Book for High Legh (1791). High Legh Muniments.

Plate IV: Plan for a combined dairy, cottage and strawberry room. High Legh 
Muniments.
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Plate V: West Holme and East Home, High Legh.

but equally Wilkins might have done it while working on the 
stables), marks an octagonal building immediately north of 
the new entrance in a sketch plan included in his letter to 
Legh of 4 May 1797.'° It is clear from his comments that 
Nash thought this building quite indecent: and he said as 
much several times. As it had only just been roofed in and 
the stucco not yet done, he would have been prepared to 
redesign it, given the working drawings, 'but it may be 
helped by the form of the Piers and a little change in the 
outer form to give it less the appearance of the small 
octagon tea Caddies.' 11 He lost no opportunity, writing 
about six months later, '. . . it is incorrigible ... I wonder 
you can bear it'. 12 And finally, a note of triumph in January 
1798: 'I find . . . that you are determined to remove the Tea 
Caddy lodge I congratulate you on that determination and I 
should recommend that in future no lodge be seen but only 
a handsome Archway and the lodge a mere leantoo building 
against the wall with inside . . .'.

A lodge was in due course completed, and while it cannot 
be proved, it will be suggested that Nash could have 
provided the design; that it could have been that shown in 
these drawings of George Repton's; and, at least, that the 
lodge shown in PNB 37 was almost certainly constructed 
somewhere at High Legh. (PI.VII) A letter signed by Nash 
and written at Dover Street on 19 February 1807, 14 makes it
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Plate II: Elevation and details uj a double gate. George Repton. Pavilion Notebook 
page 36. Museums, Art Gallery and Royal Pavilion, Brighton.

Plate III: Elevation, plan and section uj a lodge with double gates and afoot gate, 
inscribed 'Mr Legh./High Legh'. George Repton. Pavilion Notebook page 37. 
Museums, Art Gallery and Royal Pavilion, Brighton.
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clear that he had already supplied working drawings for a 
building with two or more columns of small diameter. If by 
'cantilevers' he means horizontal brackets under deep 
eaves, every word he wrote could apply to the lodge shown 
in PNB 37. In this context the letter is sufficiently important 
to be transcribed in its entirety:

I am just come home and your parcel arrived the day before yesterday - 
in answer to your first question - the projection A is part of the roof 
itself and requires no other support the section & plan K of the roof 
describe it accurately - the cantilevers M do not contribute to the 
support but are placed to satisfy the Eye in the absense of visible 
support & O shews the form & profile of them they are screwd to the 
underside of the projecting part of the roof.

Tuscan Columns never have a good effect on a small scale that is 
when the Columns are of small diameter the character of the Tuscan 
order being massiveness - I have therefore made them dorick. for the 
same reason I have given them bases because the omission of Bases 
have authority only from the paestum & other massive structures 
whose diameters were so large and intercolumniations so small that if 
they had bases they would have conbridged the passages between them 
so much as almost to preclude the passing between them. I therefore 
think it will [be] an affectation badly applied to omit the bases - I have 
therefore sent you the bases of vignola & the capitals of palladio for the 
Dorick order - the Columns may be wood or stone & the capitals also, if 
wood they should be painted and sanded as stone - the bases should be 
stone - If you persevere in adopting the Tuscan be pleased to let me 
know & I will send you the drawings accordingly but the Tuscan must 
have a base there is no precedent of its being omitted & the columns 
must not exceed 7 diameters in heighth which will make the Columns 
13 inches diameter.
the block at the Top of the Column is the front view of the Cantilever 
The Thickness of the gates should be 2i deal I have drawn them out 
together with the framing at large

Research at High Legh is bedevilled by the constant re 
routing of roads and exchanges of land that occurred after 
building the Hall on a new site, and after Repton's visit of 
1791: a process that continued into the eighteen-eighties, 
when some far-reaching redeployments of property were 
made. The general effect of such transformations near the 
house was to move roads progressively more distant from it, 
west and south, and to simplify the pattern of land owner 
ship. Thereby, captured ground was thrown into the 
respective demesnes of West Hall and High Legh Hall, 
which became increasingly remote from the public. This 
process made cottages and lodges vulnerable on the one 
hand, and a recurring new requirement on the other.

The Tithe Map marks a small building at the point in 
question, as does an estate map of c. 1886: the latter names
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this 'Lodge'. l3 It is not now octagonal. A detail of the plan is 
reproduced as plate 100 m John Nash and the Village Picturesque 
(1979). 16 The lodge is shown in each case to stand just 
within the walls to the north of the new drive entrance. If 
the elevation in PNB 37 shows a lodge as seen from a public 
road, we can take our hypothesis no further, for it would be 
standing on the wrong side of the gate. But should this be 
the elevation seen on leaving the grounds, it complies with 
the estate map in terms of site and lodge plan, and with 
Nash's plea that no lodge be seen from without - 'a mere 
leantoo building against the wall withinside 
Admittedly, there is no handsome archway; just two sub 
stantial piers. But a passage of nearly ten years separates 
Nash's two letters. Only a footgate in the wall and a four 
foot wide window would have been visible to the left of the 
carriage gates from outside, and there is no reason to 
suppose that Legh would necessarily have agreed to an arch 
anyway. Another lodge, extant, at the Pheasant Walk 
entrance to the former West Hall is similarly tucked behind 
the wall. For our present purposes it has been taken that 
PNB 36 (PI.VI) details an alternative design for the gates 
shown in PNB 37 (PI.VII). They fit the same opening. 
Bearing in mind the last sentence of Nash's 1807 letter, it 
should be noted that the detail 'Stile of Gate to half its real 
size' measures 1 '/4 inches across the stile. Nash required the 
gate to be 2'/2 inches thick.

A further undated estate map, 17 made before December 
1887, shows the whole village-cross area to have been 
thrown into the home grounds, leaving the chapel and 
school house (PNB 68 70) standing. All roads, cottages, and 
the lodge had disappeared.

PNB 68, 69, 70

There is no mention of a school house in either the Red 
Book of 1791, or in the High Legh village design corre 
spondence, but as will be seen under PNB 71 73 a blacks 
mith's cottage was to have played a key role in the new 
picturesque assembly had the village project gone ahead as 
envisaged by Repton and Nash. Nash's letter to Legh, 
written at East Cowes Castle on 6 July 1810, included 
comments on George Repton's competence as a designer of 
cottages, farmhouses and picturesque buildings, but opens: 
'I herewith send you the working drawings of the School
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VIII: Elevation of Double Cottage, Blaise Hamlet, inscribed 'Mr Harford No. 1' 
George Repton. Pavilion Notebook page 65. Museums, Art Gallery and Royal Pavilion, 
Brighton.

Plate IX: Section and ground plan for a school cottage. George Repton. Pavilion 
Notebook page 68. Museums, Art Gallery and Royal Pavilion, Brighton.
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Cottage and also of the blacksmiths Cottage - I have not the 
least doubt that you will like them if they are correctly 
executed   nor can they be formed better for oeconomical 
building being spanned by a single roof - being without 
gutters and the cavity of the roof being employd in the 
heighth of the Chambers'. 18

It is then clear that the school cottage had been designed 
by Nash by early July 1810 -just one month before the first 
known letter was sent to his client John Scandrett Harford 
about the Blaise Hamlet cottages at Henbury. 19 Drawings 
for Double Cottage, Blaise Hamlet, appear on PNB 64 67 
(PI.VIII) - the set immediately preceding those for Legh's 
school. (PI.IX,X,XI) A comparison of their respective front 
elevations reveals a very close likeness, especially remarka 
ble in view of the one being of a semi-detached pair of 
dwellings, the other of a working village school. But there is 
little in common behind their facades and there are 
differences in several small but conspicuous exterior details 
as well. Other features, like the Gothic porch and eared 
dormer windows, are shared.

Humphry Repton submitted a Red Book for Sarsden, 
Oxfordshire, to John Langston, in 1796. The latter's son, 
James Houghton Langston, was later to employ George 
Repton about the same estate. The new rectory (now 
Sarsden Glebe) is attributed to him and he may have been 
responsible for the now demolished Keeper's Cottage - a 
larger version of Circular Cottage at Blaise. In the context of 
Double Cottage, Blaise Hamlet, and School Cottage at High 
Legh, it is intriguing to find that Six Elms, Churchill, 
Oxfordshire, is a further variation on that same design. The 
Langstons owned much of Churchill village, but what is 
additionally interesting about Six Elms is that it is dated, in 
the fabric, 1824 - years after George Repton had parted 
from Nash for independent practice. Moreover, there are 
several smaller cottages in the area that are humbler 
variants on Six Elms.

Most of Nash's cottage designs were deeply rooted in the 
vernacular idiom, but finished with a fashionable and 
sophisticated touch. Double Cottage is typical: and having 
noted some later variants of it, it would be satisfying to 
suggest a possible origin from which it and High Legh 
School sprang. Nash and Humphry Repton between them 
fulfilled many commissions in the Hereford area. They must 
have known the ground very well, including, of course, the 
neighbourhood of Uvedale Price's Foxley estate, which is
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Plate X: Chamber plan and section, inscribed 'Mr Legh (High Legh)'. George Repton. 
Pavilion Notebook page 69. Museums, Art Gallery and Royal Pavilion, Brighton.

i' ;;»'£ a

Plate XI: Elevations and trellis detail oj a school cottage. George Repton. Pavilion 
Notebook page 70. Museums, Art Gallery and Royal. Pavilion, Brighton.
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Plate XII: The Chaplain's House, High Legh.

immediately adjacent to the village of Mansell Lacy. A 
seventeenth-century cottage there displays, in their very 
same dispositions, all those major architectural forms as 
well as some details, seen in Double Cottage, even to the 
gable end with pigeon holes and bird rests surrounding a 
small casement, a peaked dormer to its left, a window below 
that, and a projecting porch with pointed roof to the left 
again. It also appears to have been a double cottage.

There is absolutely no doubt that School Cottage was 
built at High Legh. Indeed, the Chaplain's House (as it is 
now known), tucked away deep in what might be the last 
substantial remains of Repton's planting, could be the sole 
surviving evidence of Nash's work there. (PI.XII) It stands 
south of the proposed village green. Now a private house, it 
was almost doubled in size by a 'black and white' wing being 
added to the north-west. Thus Nash's long benches on that 
side (for once he could really justify the length and expense 
of these little luxuries found in virtually every cottage he 
designed) were sacrificed to the comfort of Mrs. Edmund 
Legh, when High Legh Cottage (as it had been re-named) 
became her residence. From 1870-78, as Park Cottage, it 
was the Steward's House; and by 1886 the Chaplain had 
been installed. 21

Raymond Richards implies that the Misses Legh's school
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Plate XIII: Plan of the roof timbers of a blacksmith's cottage. George Repton. Pavilion 
Notebook page 71. Museums, Art Galley and Royal Pavilion, Brighton.

Plate XIV: Elevation and ground plan of a blacksmith's shop and cottage. George 
Repton. Pavilion Notebook page 72. Museums, Art Gallery and Royal Pavilion, 
Brighton.
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was already hereabouts in 1791. 22 While that is not contes 
ted, there is no mention of it by Repton or Nash, or Legh, 
although a small building is dotted in on a Red Book plan 
where the new road cut across its site. However, an estate 
map names 'Mrs Legh's School', and another, 'School', at 
the place where the Chaplain's House stands today: and, of 
course, we have dated Nash's design to be of 1810.

PNB 71, 72, 73

George John Legh's village advisers envisaged replacing 
the Red Lion with a new inn   adding several single and 
double cottages neatly paled, and a blacksmith's shop. The 
whole creation would be planted to screen undesirable 
domestic clutter   which included 'the nuisances of 
cottagers entering into the scene'   and yet allow for pretty 
cottage groupings to unfold themselves to the view of 
travellers passing along the highway. The inn, one single 
cottage, double cottages, and the blacksmith's, all with their 
background planting, would be held back 'to burst together 
on the sight' of those leaving by Legh's new drive. Given his 
way, Nash (as we now know) would have provided a hand 
some stone arch to frame the view. The whole assemblage was 
for visial delectation. No trace of philanthropy entered into 
the discussion, whereas at Blaise Hamlet consideration of 
the Quaker Harford's old retainers was paramount, and the 
cottages are even difficult to find.

The blacksmith's shop was to be a key feature at High 
Legh even (or rather especially) at night. In an undated 
letter to Legh Nash wrote with speed, feeling and excite 
ment on detailing the plan that he sent. Exact siting of this 
new building was crucial to success: '. . . the Inn we placed 
at the corner that it might take the advantage of all the 
roads   the blacksmiths shop as the next most picturesque 
object and requiring to be near the road we placed at the 
other corner & we turned the smiths shop to look up the 
road so that the fire may illuminate the whole length of the 
road and give a chearfulness at nights to the whole village 
. . ,'. 23 Was it too much to hope that such a dream might be 
realised?

PNB 71-73 shows a blacksmith's cottage much in the 
idiom of Double Cottage, Blaise Hamlet, and School 
Cottage at High Legh. (Pl.XIII, XIV, XV)

Although the roof is not quite as simple as Nash's letter
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enclosing the drawings would imply, PNB 73 agrees with his 
description of the cavity of the roof 'being employed in the 
heighth of the Chambers'. The PNB 73 elevation shows that 
the smith's shop faced into the road, but if an undated 
estate map surveyed by 1849 shows this same building, the 
smithy named on it was some distance west of the proposed 
village intersection, and faced at right angles to it. Although 
the configuration of its plan complies generally with that on 
PNB 72, the smith's shop looked not up, but across the 
road, so that the fire could not have illuminated its length.

Raymond Richards states that when, in about 1854, the 
second phase of re-routing roads to the west and south of 
High Legh Hall took place 'the old smithy was done away 
with', 24 and its site, with the village cross and the Misses 
Legh's school, became enclosed within the grounds of the 
hall. In fact, much of this reorganisation appears to have 
been completed some years earlier, for the Tithe Map 
(1848) shows the new roads, and the old smithy had already 
gone. One is marked on plot 881 (George Clark, Smithy). 
This Cornwall-Legh property lay just outside the northern 
boundary of his demesne, some six hundred yards north of 
the earlier marked site. While there is no evidence to 
support a claim that the PNB drawings related to the 
demolished smithy, it is possible that they did.

The Cornwall-Legh Papers include also detailed 
drawings for cottage windows. One, dated 6 December 
1811, is of a shallow bay window. Another, attached to a 
letter from George Repton dated 20th December, shows 
three additional cottage windows, two of which are alterna 
tives for a dormer - tiled or thatched. In the previous year 
Nash had written that he was promoting his assistant (or 
was he now a partner?) as an architect specialising in 
farmhouses, cottages and picturesque buildings. Repton 
signed this letter (the drawings do not fit either the school 
or blacksmith's designs) 'for Mr. Nash and myself, but 
Repton charged less for his time than did the master.

It would appear then that between July 1810 and 
December 1811 not less than three buildings were under 
construction at High Legh to designs emanating from Nash. 
Perhaps even by that date   twenty years after Humphry 
Repton had raised the matter with Legh - the idea of a 
picturesque village had not faded completely from Nash's 
hopes for High Legh, even if it had been fulfilled at Blaise.

Little has survived to remind us of the enterprise and 
vision that inspired such intense activity for two decades of
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George Legh's term. High Legh Hall has gone, West Hall 
has gone. The village cross has been removed, and most of 
the home ground has been developed as a housing estate.

While the Chaplain's House is the only surviving building 
at High Legh known to have come from Nash's office, there 
could be more   perhaps much altered   yet to be identified. 
Then, others still might be unsupervised builders' interpret 
ations of an architect's drawings amended to suit the 
employers revised requirements, possibly years later and on 
different sites. In such cases documentary evidence can be 
essential to making a confident attribution of origin. Such 
evidence might still come to light.

NOTES

1 B(ritish) L(ibrary), Add MS. 62112, Memoir p.l.
2 G. Carter, P. Goode, K. Laune, Humphry Repton Landscape Gardener 

1752-1818 (Norwich, 1982). D. Stroud, Humphry Repton (1962).
3 High Legh Muniments.
4 Red Book for High Legh. 'Approach from the North'. For a fuller 

transcription see N. Temple, John Nash and the Village Picturesque 
(Gloucester, 1979), p. 144.

5 B.L. Add MS. 62112, pp. 84-88. Repton gives his version of the 
introduction, the working partnership and its demise. This is the 
first-known authentic account of the circumstances. The name 
'Nash' was originally omitted but has been added later to this copy of 
Repton's Memoir, part 2.

6 U. Price, An Essay on the Picturesque (1794): Essays on the Picturesque 
(Hereford, 1798: London 1810).

7 (John) Rylands (University Library of Manchester, Cornwall-Legh 
Papers). See Temple, Nash pp. 145-57 for transcriptions from six 
letters or copy letters between the partners and GJ. Legh, May 1797 
-Jan. 1798. '

8 Temple, Nash: also N. Temple, Tn Search of the Picturesque: a 
Recent Discovery at Attingham Park', Architectural Review, Aug. 1976: 
'Marginalia', Architectural Review, Sept. 1977.

9 RIBA Drawings Collection: Catalogue (O-R), Repton, G.S. [47], 12r; 
78r; 78v; 79r. The remaining RIBANB drawings are on 12v; 27v; 74r; 
76r; 80v.

10 Temple, Nash, p. 146, reproduces the plan.
11 Rylands. Copy of letter from Nash 'sent 24th June 1797', with note 

'Red. August 5th'.
12 Rylands. Undated letter, possibly 17 Jan. 1798.
13 Rylands. Letter dated [21?] Jan. 1798.
14 Rylands.
15 High Legh Muniments.
16 Temple, Nash, pi. 100. The printer managed to rotate this illustration 

90° clockwise. Plate 98 reproduces a detail from the Red Book plan 
for comparison.

17 High Legh Muniments.
18 Rylands.
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19 Bristol Record Office: Harford Papers, 28048, P52/1-6, 8-10. See 
Temple, Nash, pp. 132-143 for transcription of the entire known 
correspondence relating to building Blaise Hamlet.

20 N. Temple, 'Reptoniana', Journal of Garden History III, i, pp. 55-7: also 
'Sarsden. Oxfordshire', Journal of Garden History, VI, ii, pp. 89 111.

21 R. Richards, 'The Chapels of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St. John 
at High Legh, Cheshire', Transactions of the Historic Society of Lancashire 
and Cheshire. CI. Also High Legh Muniments.

22 Richards, op.tit., p. 108.
23 Rylands. Undated letter, possibly 17 Jan. 1798.
24 Richards, op.tit., p. 109.
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ADDENDUM

For an extended account (note 21) of the School Cottage, High Legh, 
Blaise Hamlet, and Mansell Lacy see N. Temple, 'In Search of the cottage 
picturesque: some origins and destinations, The Georgian Group Report and 
Journal 1988 (1989), pp. 72-80.


